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Abstract

The widespread and capability of Iot devices
have made them a primary enabler for on-
line fraud and fake authorship on social me-
dia. We present a novel approach, which
uses sentiment analysis, to solve the prob-
lem of author verification in short text. We
perform experimentation with our model on
tweets, and show that it yields promising re-
sults.

Keywords: authorship verification, machine
learning, sentiment analysis, short text, key-
word search.

1 Introduction

Internet of things (IoT) is the concept of having a
widespread infrastructure of inter-connected devices
capable of communicating over the internet. IoT de-
vices are capable of performing various computational
tasks, and have the ability to work in organized clus-
ters. The cheap manufacturing cost, combined with
their high portability have made IoT devices available
in high volumes, where estimates say that there are 35
billion connected IoT devices today. Thus, important
security risks are raised as any device could be used as
an attack channel [10]. The widespread utility of IoT
has made it one of the bigger enablers of online ma-
licious attacks, specifically in the domain of spread-
ing fake news [11]. If we combine that fact with the
widespread of online social media, we get a system ca-
pable of spreading fake information to people’s social
networks. IoT botnets, which are capable of produc-
ing artificial social activity, fake information, and can
impersonate others’ online presence, have facilitated
the creation and widespread of social fraud techniques,
like social media fraud (SMF) [23], online fake news
[3], and fake online authorship [27].

The importance of online social networks in today’s
daily life gave rise to online influencers whose opin-
ions have an effect on people’s decisions. These in-
fluencers make a primary target for IoT fraud botnets,
where these botnets can impersonate an influencer and
post misleading information under her identity [2, 26].
The problem of identifying if a piece of information
is truly published by a claiming author is called Au-
thor Verification (AV). AV frames the question of the
true authorship of a piece of document as a classifica-
tion problem: given an author A, a set of documents D
authored by A, and a document d, determine whether
d was authored by A. The vast majority of research
about AV has been dedicated towards finding the au-
thor of long texts. However, with today’s reliance on
fast and short messages for communication, there is a
need for AV on short text more than ever. More specif-
ically, there is a need for AV on micro-messages, like
tweets. Previous work has shown that it is difficult to
maintain good performance when an AV system works
on long text vs shorter text [22]. However, there has
been many recent AV projects that experimented with
short web data such as emails [1], web forum messages
[30] and blogs [19].

Current approaches for AV utilize a variety of tech-
niques with a final goal of detecting the author’s writ-
ing profile. They work by extracting stylistic features
from the text, then finding a writing pattern to uniquely
identify the author. These features include word n-
grams [25], character n-gram [28, 15, 29], vocabulary
richness [1] and part-of-speech n-grams [21]. These
approaches have been applied for both long and short
text, with varying degrees of success.

However, the problem with such approaches is that
they rely heavily on the structure the text is written in.
But micro-messages don’t provide enough data to de-
tect a stylistic pattern that can uniquely identify an au-
thor. In addition, studies have shown that average word
length is neither stable within a single author, nor does
it necessarily distinguish between authors [14].
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In this paper, we focus on the problem of Author Ver-
ification (AV) [31] in social media. More specifically,
we experiment with AV on twitter tweets, although our
approach can be applied to any form of short text. We
make the following contributions:

• We studied in depth existing algorithms for author
verification dedicated for long text.

• We experiment with one of the top performing
algorithms of the Pan 15 AV task [32], which
caters for one of the most important benchmarks
to which new AV approaches refer and compare
against, and show that this performs poorly when
handling short text.

• We propose a novel approach for AV, which is
a sentiment based author verification method for
short text. To the best of our knowledge, we are
the first to utilize a sentiment-based technique for
AV.

• We experiment with our sentiment-based author
verifier on a tweets dataset, and analyze the results
and performance.

The rest of the paper is outlined as follows: in sec-
tion 2 we provide a motivating example, in section 3
we give an overview of existing work, in section 4 we
present our sentiment-based author verification model,
in section 5 the experimental studies and results are
presented, we discuss the results in section 6, and con-
clude in section 7.

2 Motivating Example

Consider a VIP who‘s opinion can affect peoples de-
cisions, like a politician or an influencer. This type of
person would make a great target for imposters to try
and impersonate with the aim of spreading fake news
through a network using an IoT device. A statement
issued by this VIP can go as much as to affect the
stock markets, like the rise in Signal’s stock market
value because of a tweet from Elon Musk recommend-
ing people to switch from using Whatsapp to using
Signal 1. Current style-based AV approaches suffer in
performance when working with short text. However,
when we consider the ability to imitate the author’s
way of writing, it might become impossible for those
approaches to detect fake authorship.Consider the fol-
lowing quote from Elon Musk2:

1https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/11/signal-advance-
jumps-another-438percent-after-elon-musk-fueled-buying-
frenzy.html

2https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q6q-HZBLy0I

“You can’t have a person driving a two-ton
death machine.”

If we simply remove 2 characters from the above
quote, so that "can’t" becomes "can", the same writ-
ing style would be maintained. An algorithm that is
trained to detect Elon Musks‘s style of writing would
still recognize the quote:

“You can have a person driving a two-ton
death machine.”

as an Elon Musk quote. These kinds of edits would go
by unnoticed by style-based AV systems since the doc-
tored fake statement is fabricated following the struc-
ture of an authentic one, even though the meaning is
completely changed.

We argue that for an AV system to work well with short
text, it needs to go beyond style-based features and fo-
cus more on semantics. A good AV system should be
able to not only detect an author‘s style of writing, but
also have an understanding of their general opinions
towards specific topics.

3 Related Work

Boenninghoff et al. [6] propose ADHOMINEM, a
new attention-based neural network topology for sim-
ilarity learning in short text. The network applies
characters-to-word, words-to-sentence and sentences-
to-document encoding to extract document-specific
features to make a similarity analysis between two doc-
uments. They apply their model to a dataset of amazon
reviews which they develop themselves.

Buddha Reddy et al, [8] provide a new approach for
authorship verification using a non-uniform distributed
term weight measure to calculate term weights in the
text instead of TF-IDF. Castro et al. [9] propose a so-
lution for AV based on comparing the average simi-
larity of an unknown authorship text with the Average
Group Similarity between text samples from the tar-
get author. They also performed experiments with a
total of 17 types of linguistic features, grouped int 3
categories: character, word and syntactic, and used six
similarity functions. Halvani et al. [13] propose an AV
approach that considers only topic-agnostic features in
its classification decision.

The PAN series of shared tasks is considered one of the
most important benchmarks and references for author-
ship attribution research. The PAN authorship verifica-
tion tasks [17, 33, 32, 4] tackle what Koppel et al. [20]
called the "fundamental problem" in authorship attri-
bution: Given two documents, are they written by the
same author? Bevendorff et al. [5] review the PAN au-
thorship verification task and state that the experiment
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Algorithm 1 Opinion History Creation

Input: D: Documents of known authorship
Output: H: Opinion history

1: procedure CREATEOPINIONHISTORY

2: Foreach di ∈ D :
3: kpi = extract_keyphrase(di)
4: wei = extract_word_embeddings(kpi)
5: si = in f er_sentiment(di)
6: H.append((kpi,wei,si))
7: End Foreach
8: return H
9: end procedure

design presented at PAN may not yield progression of
the state of the art. They tested what they call a “Ba-
sic and Fairly Flawed” authorship verifier model which
performs competitively with the best approaches sub-
mitted to PAN until that time, which were the PAN
2013 [17], 2014 [33] and 2015 [32] AV tasks.

Dam et al. [34] investigate the influence of topic and
time on AV accuracy. Regarding topic influence, they
found that cases with documents of similar topics over-
all (positive and negative) were found to increase ac-
curacy of AV. As for the influence of time, they found
that writing style indeed changes over time, by com-
paring Wikipedia Talkpages contributions made within
a week with Wikipedia Talkpages contributions made
years apart. AV is more accurate when comparing texts
that have been written within a short period of time.

4 Sentiment-Based Verifier

4.1 Framework Overview

We base our approach on the idea of analyzing people’s
opinions towards certain topics. If an author A has a
well-known history of liking Apple phones, for exam-
ple, then her suddenly publishing a negative statement
about Apple phones would be unlikely. We can use this
knowledge to create a system that checks for inconsis-
tencies between the history of opinions belonging to
an author A about a certain topic T , and a recent opin-
ion towards T , and deduce the likelihood of this recent
opinion being authored by A.

This approach can be applied to short texts, long texts,
social media posts, and even excerpts of quotes. As
long as a piece of text is known to belong to A, it can
be divided into individual sentences, and the associated
keyphrase/opinion pair can be extracted and added to
the opinion history we have about A. A visualization
of the overview of our model can be seen in Figure 1.

Algorithm 2 Authorship Prediction

Input: dx: Document of unknown authorship
H : Opinion history from Algorithm 1

Output: isAuthor: Is A the author, with confidence

1: procedure ISAUTHOR

2: kpx = extract_keyphrase(dx)
3: wex = extract_word_embeddings(kpx)
4: sx = in f er_sentiment(dx)
5: topn = get_top_n_similar(kpx,H)
6: con f idence = weighted_average(topn)
7: τ = calc_threshold(topn)
8: isAuthor = is_within(sx,τ)
9: return (is_author, con f idence)

10: end procedure

4.2 The Process

Step 1: keyphrase extraction and embedding. A
keyphrase is the main topic that a piece of text re-
volves around. For example, the keyphrase of the sen-
tence "I like to use Apple phones" is Apple phones.
Given an Author A suspected of publishing a piece of
text dx, we collect text previously authored by A, and
then extract the keyphrases. A keyphrase acts as the
main topic that the text is centered around. For ev-
ery extracted keyphrase kpi, we calculate its word em-
beddings wei. This allows us to do similarity search
between keyphrases in a later stage. In the scenario
where our text of unknown authorship centers around a
keyphrase kpx that has not been precisely encountered
by our model before, we can estimate it by looking for
the keyphrases most similar to kpx. Word embeddings,
combined with the sentiments extracted in step 2, form
what we are calling the opinion history that is used for
authorship inference. Algorithm 1 presents the opin-
ion history creation process. By using word embed-
dings, running a similarity search algorithm, like co-
sine similarity, between the word embeddings of every
keyphrase in the opinion history, and the word embed-
dings of kpx returns the keyphrases that are most se-
mantically similar to kpx. The similarity score between
kpx and the most similar keyphrases can then be used
as the system’s confidence score.

Step 2: sentiment extraction. For every text that
we’ve extracted the keyphrase of, we also extract
the text sentiment.This way, the combination of the
keyphrase/sentiment tells us what the author’s opinion
towards the topic of the text is. Sentiments extracted
are in the form of a continuous value between -1 and 1,
where the closer the value is to 1, the more positive the
sentiment is, the closer it is to -1, the more negative the
sentiment is, and the closer the value is to 0, the more
neutral it is.

Step 3: application on the unknown text. The final
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Figure 1: Sentiment-based verifier architecture

step of our model is to process a new text dx of ques-
tioned authorship. After creating the opinion history
of the suspected author A, we apply a similar proce-
dure to dx as the one we applied to every document
when constructing the opinion history. We extract the
keyphrase of dx and calculate its word embedding wex,
and extract the sentiment sx of dx. Then, we run co-
sine similarity between wex and all the keyphrase em-
beddings in the opinion history to get the top n most
similar keyphrases, which would reflect the top n most
similar texts to dx, in terms of context, which are pub-
lished by A. Based on the sentiment of the top n most
similar texts, we can predict what should the sentiment
of dx be. That can be calculated as an average weighted
sum:

spx =
∑

n
i=1 cos_sim(wei,wex) . si

n
(1)

where spx represents the predicted sentiment of dx,
cos_sim is the cosine similarity function, and wei and
si represent the word embedding and sentiment of text
i in the top n most similar texts respectively. This pre-
dicted sentiment can then be compared with sx, the real
extracted sentiment of dx, and based on a similarity
threshold, the model can determine, with a certain con-
fidence, if dx was authored by A. Algorithm 2 presents
the authorship prediction process.

4.3 Confidence and Threshold

Confidence. The confidence of our model is an esti-
mate of the its performance when predicting whether A
is the true author of a document of questioned author-
ship dx. Calculating the confidence is dependent on the
similarity between the word embeddings of each of the
top n similar keyphrases wei in the opinion history and
wex, the word embedding of the keyphrase of dx, which
is the document of questioned authorship. The higher
the similarity between these embeddings (reflected by
a cosine similarity value closer to 1), the higher is the
confidence of the model’s prediction. The confidence
is calculated as the average of the similarities between

wex and each wei. This decision can be justified as
follows: the closer wex is to each wei, the closer the
topic of dx is to the topics of previous statements by A.
Hence, the more likely sentiment sx is to be consistent
with the sentiments si of the top n similar documents.

Threshold. The sentiment of an author might vary sig-
nificantly with regards to the same topic; she might be
consistent or inconsistent with her opinions. In a sce-
nario where she is consistent, she might always have a
relatively positive opinion about Apple phones for ex-
ample, i.e: 0.7 ≤ si ≤ 1 f or i ∈ [1,n]. While in an
inconsistent scenario, her opinion might vary signifi-
cantly from one tweet to another, i.e: her top 5 similar
tweets about Apple phones can have the sentiments:
[−0.7, 0.3, 0.8, 0, −0.4]. This adds an additional
layer of difficulty, because spx would be averaging a
wide range of values, which would not be a good rep-
resentative of the author’s opinion. In the consistent
scenario, spx would be a good value to compare sx to,
since spx might be a value close to 0.8, so provided
a certain threshold τ , we would just need to check if
sx ∈ [spx− τ, spx + τ].

This problem can be solved by making the threshold
adaptive to the spread of the sentiments si. We ac-
complish that by using the standard deviation of the
sentiments (equation 2), where µ is the mean of the
sentiments. The sentiment value is between -1 and 1.
Thus, the value of σ is between 0 and 1. A σ value of
0 indicates that the sentiments are all equal; 0 spread.

σ =

√
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(si−µ)2 (2)

And a σ value of 1 indicates maximum spread, that
is: sentiments are equally divided between the exact
values -1 and 1. Using this information, the thresh-
old can be calculated as σ plus a leniency parame-
ter α which can be tuned to suit different use cases:
τ = σ +α . This provides a way to adapt our threshold
to the spread of the sentiments.
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5 Experimental Studies

5.1 Implementation Details

For extracting keyphrases, we use KeyBERT [12],
which is a keyword extraction technique that utilises
BERT embeddings [35] to create keywords and
keyphrases that are most similar to a document.

For calculating the word embeddings of keyphrases,
we use Facebook’s Fasttext [7] with the pre-trained En-
glish embeddings in dimension 3003.

For sentiment analysis, we use VADER Sentiment
Analysis [16], a lexicon and rule-based sentiment anal-
ysis tool that specializes in inferring sentiments ex-
pressed in social media.

5.2 Dataset

Long text dataset. For testing existing approaches,
we use the PAN 15 author identificaiton task dataset,
which is a training corpus composed of a set of prob-
lems, where each problem is described as a set of
documents (1-10 per problem) belonging to a single
known author, and exactly one document of questioned
authorship. Within each problem. Each document
lengths vary from a few hundred to a few thousand
words.

Short text dataset. To evaluate our approach, we use
the dataset developed by Schwartz et al. [28] con-
taining ∼9,000 Twitter users with up to 1,000 tweets
each. We depart from the preprocessing followed by
Schwartz, since we pereserve dates, times and refer-
ences to other users (@<user>). We do this since in
our case, we are interested in the author’s opinion to-
wards different keywords mentioned in their tweets.
For example, if the main focus of a tweet is to talk neg-
atively about someone, the author is likely to mention
that someone’s twitter user name, and that username is
likely to be detected as the tweet’s keyword. Or, the au-
thor might, for example, like a specific year model of a
car, but dislike one from another year. However, we do
remove the @ sign from the beginning of the mention
(@<user> becomes <user>), and we also replace web
addresses with the meta tag $URL$ as we don’t see a
contribution of such data to an author’s opinion.

5.3 Metrics

For evaluating our model’s performance, recall, preci-
sion and F-1 Score are used:

3https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/crawl-vectors.html

Recall =
#correct_answers

#problems
(3)

Precision =
#correct_answers

#answers
(4)

F1 = 2∗ Precision∗Recall
Precision+Recall

(5)

5.4 Experimentation Results

5.4.1 SPATIUM-L1

SPATIUM-L14 is an unsupervised authorship verifica-
tion model developed by Kocher and Savoy [18]. It
was submitted to the PAN at CLEF 2015 Author Iden-
tification task, and placed 4th in the evaluation on En-
glish language. This approach is based on simple fea-
ture extraction and distance metric, where the top k
most frequent terms are selected to verify the validity
of the author. This model performed well with an AUC
score of 0.738 and a c@1 [24] score of 0.689. We run
our experiments on this algorithm and the results are
displayed in table 1.

Replication on long text. We have confirmed the re-
sults from the evaluation by testing the SPATIUM-L1
model on the PAN 15 AV dataset, and have gotten a
c@1 score of 0.6436 which is very close to the one
reported at the PAN 15 evaluation of 0.689.

Experimentation on short text. We run the
SPATIUM-L1 algorithm on out short-text dataset. We
vary the number of tweets per author used to infer the
authorship of the tweet of unknown authorship, and we
note that regardless of the number of tweets per ac-
count, the percentage of unknown outputs is high in
comparison with that of the PAN 15 dataset. In ad-
dition, as the number of tweets per account increase,
the c@1 score decreases dramatically, and the num-
ber of unknowns increase greatly as well. This seams
as a counter-intuitive behavior since one would expect
better performance once more data is provided per ac-
count.

5.4.2 Sentiment-Based Verifier

We run our model on the short text dataset. We use the
tweets of 3000 authors, each having 1000 tweets. For
each author, we use 910 tweets to build the opinion his-
tory, and create a validation set composed of 20 tweets:
10 belonging to the same author, and 10 randomly se-
lected from other authors. For every author, we run the
model and do predictions on the respective validation

4https://github.com/pan-webis-de/kocher16
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Figure 2: Model performance as a function of threshold with varying confidence

Figure 3: Model performance as a function of n with varying confidence

set. Each prediction produces a decision, if dx was in-
deed published by the author or not, and a confidence
score. We run 2 experiments to study the effect of the
threshold τ and n, the number of top similar word em-
beddings, on the performance of the model. In each
experiment, we calculate the precision, recall and F1-
score. For each experiment, we also vary the minimum
confidence needed to consider a prediction as a valid
prediction.

Varying the confidence. Varying the confidence is
omitting any prediction with an associated confidence
below a certain value. In our case, increasing the min-
imum confidence required improves the precision on
the expense of recall. The results are shown in Figures
2 and 3. When no minimum confidence was required,
the model had a precision of 0.53 and an F1-score
of 0.26. Increasing the minimum required confidence
drastically changes the model’s performance when in-
creasing n and τ , reaching a precision of 0.92 while
the f1-score suffers due to low recall, the f1-score and
recall have a value of 0.02.

Varying τ .τ affects the comparison margin between sx
and spx. τ is altered by changing the leniency param-
eter α . We variate α with the following values: 0.06,
0.09, 0.12, 0.15, 0.18, 0.21, 0.24, 0.27, 0.3. The re-
sults of this experiment are shown in Figure 2. We
notice that for all confidence values, precision, recall
and consequently, f1-score increase as we increase τ .
This is because it adds more tolerance for accepting sx
values. However, increasing τ too much would result
in a decrease in precision, as more and more sx values
will be accepted.

Varying n. Changing the value of n adds more docu-
ments of relevance from the opinion history to compare
with dx. We varied n with the following values: 6, 9,
12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30. The results of this experi-
ment are shown in Figure 3. We notice that when ap-
plying confidence restrictions, the precision increases
with the increase of n, on the expense of recall. Pre-
cision increases as we increase n and the confidence
restriction until it reaches 0.92, for n = 30 and confi-
dence = 0.9, while recall suffers drastically, decreasing
from 0.52 to 0.02, and consequently, the f1-score drops
to 0.02 as well. This is because having additional docu-
ments of relevance narrows down the range of accepted
sentiments.

6 Discussion

Our model produces results of high accuracy when
choosing high minimum confidence, and high top n.
This implies that, given enough documents of high rel-
evance to a topic, we indeed do capture the opinion of
an author A towards that topic. The implication be-
ing, acquiring enough documents centered around said
topic to make an accurate decision. However, we do
similarity search on word embeddings that take the se-
mantic aspect of keyphrases into account. So the topics
of the documents need not to be of an exact match to
that of sx. In addition, the same logic can be applied
when facing a new topic never encountered before; the
model can find the closest topic, semantically, within
a certain level of confidence, and estimate the opin-
ion accordingly. The accuracy of the model could also
be improved by using aspect-based sentiment analysis,
rather than extracting the sentiment of an entire docu-
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tweets per account TP TN FP FN unknowns c@1 score
10 50.0% 18.2% 5.5% 0% 31.8% 0.8388
20 34.9% 7.3% 4.7% 0% 52.7% 0.6458
50 9.1% 9.1% 4.5% 0% 78.2% 0.3223
100 6.8% 6.8% 3.9 0% 79.9% 0.2481
150 4.3% 5.4% 1.1% 1.1% 91.4% 0. 1821

PAN 15 Datasets 43.529% 10.588% 34.118% 2.353% 12.9% 0.6436

Table 1: SPATIUM-L1 performance the short text dataset and the PAN 15 dataset.
TP: True Positive, TN: True Negative, FP: False Positive, FN: False Negative

ment. This would assist in handling documents with
more than one keyphrase/topic.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we presented a novel approach for com-
bating online fraud in social media by IoT botnets
through author verification, which is based on sen-
timent analysis. We also provided a comprehen-
sive comparison against standard approaches. We ex-
plained what is lacking in style-based approaches, and
experimented against Twitter data. While the perfor-
mance is lacking, we see promising results. In the
future, we plan on investigating the effect of differ-
ent sentiments per document, and the effect of authors
shifting their opinion over time.
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